
JUNE 2011                          P.O. Box 20707
        Phoenix, AZ 85036

Dear Harvest Partner,                     Tele: (602) 996-3187

We’re going to have a most unusual letter covering many important events happening now and in the coming months ahead. But 
first we’re going to reveal more about the coming new cycle. We’ve already posted in our letters in the past the beginning of the 17 
year cycle that started Nov. 2008, right around the Presidential Election. And we certainly have seen worldwide changes since that 
time. Then we moved into a new 7 year cycle which began Mar.11,2011. Even more strategic events have taken place since that 
important date. We are about to start a new 14 year cycle. This will empower the 7 year cycle even more. April 4, 2011 was 
the beginning of the 14 year cycle transition period. This new 14 year cycle will be fully complete and start on Feb. 3, 2012.
There has already been a tremendous weather tragedy here in the U.S. as well as the rest of the world. It is my opinion that the
beginning of these 3 important cycles will lead us to catastrophic weather changes and crop failures associated to these cycles. By 
2012 we are beginning to approach the maximum solar cycles which has a very strong influence on our weather as well. By 
the time you see 2013 and 2014 this will be a different world that we are living in. I will post an important date about 2014 at a 
later time. Some of these events, the Elect should not be here. Another important note, June 15, 2011 a total lunar eclipse covering 
a great portion of the troubled world below. The shadow of the moon will be passing over eastern Africa, the Middle East, central 
Asia and western Australia. Let’s take a quick look at some highlights of next month’s letter. – Shocking events coming around in 
full circle. – Economic chaos. – The defaults and the debts. These are important subjects to be watched carefully. Also a close look 
at the U.S. and the Old Roman Empire, the collapse of both empires. The U.S. is following the very same financial trap that caused 
the collapse of the Roman Empire. A monetary change coming, effecting all nations on a worldwide basis. Where will gold be 
headed. Gold is important to all of these subjects that we will cover in the July letter. – A very important part of this letter is 
from Brother Frisby’s library pertaining to Scroll #142, a partial look at the scroll. And now a quote from Neal Frisby.

THE LIVING WORD – Deut. 32:1-2, “Give ear, O ye heavens, and I will speak; and hear, O earth, the words of my mouth! 
My doctrine shall drop as the rain, my speech shall distil as the dew, as the small rain upon the tender herb, and as the showers 
upon the grass! – Vs. 29, O that they were wise, that they understood this, that they would consider their latter end!” – “Yes, 
there is a God in heaven that revealeth secrets and uncovers the hidden things, and opens up unto us the apocalyptic future of 
things to come now entering the latter times! – He knows from the beginning unto the end!” – “And the testimony of Jesus is the 
spirit of prophecy! – Rev. 19:10, in this ending era!”

NEARING THE APOCALYPSE – “A prophetic insight! Out of what seemed like some dark lurid cloud of delusion emerged a 
great united church system that had combined together into a world authority! – And this system had a voice that ruled in politics 
and world affairs. It seemed to come out of a type of revolution, famine and wars! – The peoples’ hands were reaching out towards 
a peaceful looking, but dictator strong man who captivated their imaginations; and whom they elevated to world rule! – They were
wild in anticipation that he was the man to save them out of chaos and troubles! – They were drunk on his influence and 
intoxicated by his words! – He received more strength and power from the people and the nations. Finally he cried out, the earth is 
but my footstool! – For he said he was greater than all gods!” – “Little by little he was inflamed in his own madness! People lost all 
rights, property and individualism! When his true colors were shown, he was Satan’s man of doom! – An economic boycott took 
place. People who did not worship him were starved and killed! The most heinous evil ever seen began covering the earth!” –
“Several things that stood out for me were at first how the people desperately reached out for him. They were fearful of certain
events and somehow believed he had the solution to their problems! It seemed that the world entered this stage rather quickly and 
suddenly . . . the intensity being powerful! – I feel this person is alive and doing certain events now, but not revealed!”

BEFORE THE ABOVE can take place there are yet some important events to occur! – “We are entering the decade of shock 
and the future is electrifying! – The United States is also involved in the above situation, and in the final conclusion she will weep 
and howl! – For in another vision atomic desolation reached her shores in apocalyptic fire as the cinders of her burning reached
high above the earth!” – “Surely before all of this, is our hour to swiftly bring in the harvest! We shall move forward each day to 
save souls! For He will translate His redeemed people soon!” – “For yea saith the Lord, they shall be watchful, they shall be 
awake and expecting My soon return!”  “Some people believe they have all the time in the world, but according to the 
Scriptures and what I have seen, it will come suddenly and as a snare!” End quote.

I truly believe that time is running out and one should do all that he can to publish this vital and important message. Your prayers 
and support have truly been a blessing. We are in the greatest moment to take this message forward. – This month we are going to
release two new Special Writings called “The Final Chapters of Prophecy” and “Prophecy and Fulfillment.” We have an 
exciting DVD called “Science and Prophecy”- certainly reveals great secrets of time and space. (See offer below.) – I will certainly 
be remembering you in prayer and Jesus will prosper and bless you for your efforts.

                                                                                   Your Brother in Christ,

All three new CD’s/Cassettes, $15.00 donation:                                     New DVD release: “Science and Prophecy!”
“This Gospel”                                                                                                   Also available: “Prophetic Fullness”
“Marvelous Assurance” Plus Prayer Line                                         
“Fantasy and Reality”                                                                                                 ($20.00 donation each)

www.NealFrisby.com
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